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Seattle Opera: From Concept to Construction—
A Case Study in Design Computation
Sarah A. Kott

Learning Objectives
•
•
•
•

Implement parametric tools as an integral part of concept design.
Engage the client with dynamic, user-driven design options and real-time
optimization metrics.
Automate the batch-export of an iterative design study.
Leverage interoperability across multiple platforms to produce a single, Revitbased, design deliverable.

Description
The new home for the Seattle Opera is set on a prominent civic corner just blocks away from
the Space Needle, and was driven by a mission: to engage the community with the creativity
and drama of making opera. The main concept for the building's façade to act as a theatrical
"scrim" prompted the team to leverage a parameter-driven process. Learn how the team utilized
design computation from concept to construction, using visual programming in Grasshopper and
Dynamo, and implementing an interoperability workflow using Flux to automate a series of Revit
adaptive components. Computational iterations early-on established a foundation for what
would evolve into a robust user-driven toolset, with parameters built in at multiple scales-- from
controlling the overall formal geometry, to instantiating different connection types at individual
panels.

Speaker(s)
Sarah Kott is a computational designer interested in complex façade systems-- both in processbased parametric exploitation, and in the construction and/or workflow efficiencies to be gained.
Encouraging material research as well as holistic systems integration within project teams,
Sarah has lead the façade design for a number of architectural projects. Sarah joined NBBJ
Digital’s leadership team in 2015, and most recently worked on the Seattle Opera at the Center
project, currently under construction. Prior to joining NBBJ, she lead the façade design for three
international projects at Morphosis, scheduled to be completed next year. Sarah received her
B.S. in Architecture from the University of Virginia, and her Masters of Architecture degree from
Washington University in St. Louis.
Twitter: @sarahaipra
email: skott@nbbj.com
project website: www.seattleopera.org/atthecenter/
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Introduction
Project Team
Owners: Seattle Opera + Seattle Center
Architect: NBBJ
Project Principal: Scott Wyatt
Project Managers: Laurie Bull, John Hendry
Project Architect: Matthew Somerton
Technical Architect: Kerry Hegedus
Design Team: Ann Fu, Sarah Kott, Sean McKeever, Christina Yates
Project Management: Shiels/Obletz/Johnsen
General Contractor: Lease Crutcher Lewis
Civil Engineer: KPFF
Landscape Design: NBBJ
Structural Engineer: MKA
MEP: Arup
Design/Build MP: Holaday Parks
Design/Build Elec: Prime Electric
Acoustic/AV Engineer: Jaffe Holden
Theatre Consultant: Schuler Shook
Lighting Design: NBBJ

Project Overview
Founded in 1963 as a result of the 1962 World’s Fair performances of Verdi’s Aida, The Seattle
Opera is the largest arts employer in the state of Washington. 80,000 tickets are annually sold
to opera performances at McCaw Hall.
Seattle Opera Serves more than 75,000 children and adults each year through education and
community programs across our state – programs are on track to exceed ticket sales in number
served annually.
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THE SITE OF THE SEATTLE OPERA HOUSE (1962-2001) BECAME MCCAW HALL AFTER THE 2002 RENOVATION BY
LMN ARCHITECTS. MCCAW HALL HOUSES PERFORMANCES BY THE SEATTLE OPERA AND THE PACIFIC
NORTHWEST BALLET.

SEATTLE OPERA PARTNERED WITH SEATTLE CENTER IN 2008 TO INITIATE THE DESIGN REVIEW OF A ‘NEW HOME’
FOR THE SEATTLE OPERA’S OPERATIONAL FACILITIES, CURRENTLY DIVIDED BETWEEN MULTIPLE LOCATIONS IN
SEATTLE AND RENTON.
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Their new facility, Seattle Opera at the Center, prioritizes community access, and will be a civic
space where anyone can view technical and artistic trades and participate in learning the arts.
In bringing operations together under one roof, the new space will create significant efficiencies,
enhance the art-making process, and allow the company to expand its education and
community engagement programs both on- and off-site.
The Seattle Opera at the Center is a 105,000 SF building including 3 new rehearsal rooms, a
dedicated community and education performance space, costume shop, automation/electrics
shop, and a scenery assembly space.

AFTER BEING PLACED ON HOLD FOR SEVERAL YEARS DUE TO THE ECONOMIC RECESSION, THE PROJECT WAS
RESURRECTED IN 2015 AS ‘THE SEATTLE OPERA AT THE CENTER’ (SOATC).

I. Design Concept: The Seattle Opera as performative architecture
Massing
The program is arranged to ‘front-load’ the elements that have potential public benefit and
interest through visibility and interaction along Mercer Street and 4th Ave N (Speight Jenkins
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Way). A street edge at Mercer with a plaza promotes a welcoming sense of civic space and
pedestrian engagement. Massing heights and forms are arranged to relate to McCaw Hall at the
common property line for sense of continuity and flow along Mercer Street.

MERCER STREET IS A MAJOR EAST-WEST THOROUGHFARE IN SEATTLE. THE ‘SOATC' SITE SITS ON A PROMINENT
CIVIC CORNER THAT MARKS A GATEWAY INTO THE SEATTLE CENTER THEATRE DISTRICT.

Expression
Beginning with the reference of McCaw Hall’s gray-blue metal facade, the new building
immediately begins to break down the closed form of McCaw to reveal the inner life of the new
building. In addition to larger openings, the new envelope will be perforated with small holes,
evoking the qualities of a theatrical scrim.
The overall form of the enclosure is shaped to create meaningful connections to the programs
inside. A large ‘lift’ of the façade at the corner reveals the dynamic and active Community &
Education Space. The ‘scrim’ touches down delicately at the plaza walkway, allowing
pedestrians to briefly ‘slip behind the curtain’ - an engaging and unique interpretation of a civic
loggia.

CONCEPT DIAGRAM SHOWING THE THREE DRIVERS FOR THE BUILDING’S FORMAL EXPRESSION
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Theatrical ‘scrim’
The facade concept drew inspiration from the performative aspect of elements in stagecraft. In
theatre, a scrim or screen is used to project scenery and other imagery onto by lighting from the
front, and to also reveal elements beyond by lighting from behind.
The new ‘SOATC’ façade material becomes open and diaphanous further from McCaw Hall,
combined with interstitial façade lighting and point-based accent lights, to take on an ethereal
and lyrical pattern reminiscent of elements in stagecraft.

THEATRICAL SCRIM USED AT A SEATTLE OPERA REHEARSAL.

FAÇADE PRECEDENTS: COPENHAGEN CONCERT HALL (JEAN NOUVEL), PARK HOTEL (SOM), FULTON CENTER
(JAMES CARPENTER + GRIMSHAW)
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II. Roadmap
Software Workflow Map
As early as concept design, the team planned to incorporate parametric modeling to study rapid
iterations of the façade design. In order to establish a new software workflow, BIM leadership
began by charting out how 3D model sharing usually occurs during Schematic Design.

DIAGRAM SHOWING TYPICAL IMPORT/EXPORT PROCESS OF GEOMETRY ACROSS MULTIPLE DESIGN MODELS (AND
PLATFORMS)

It is very typical for a project team to have one, two, even three or more “design models” in
process at any given time during concept phases.
Ultimately, though, NBBJ is a Revit office, and all teams set out with the understanding that
design geometry will need to find its way into Revit in order to produce a cohesive set of
drawings.
Depending on the size and nature of the project, there have been different strategies for
achieving the goal of a “Revit-deliverable”.
Important to structuring an effective roadmap for the project, is understanding what information
will ultimately be needed in the end product, how it will be used, and by whom.

Is the end-product a 2D set of permit drawings to send to the city?

Is the General Contractor also working in Revit, and will they be relying on 3D models to
run clash detection or even extract other data?

Will you be exchanging 3D models with fabricators?

Once in construction, will the submittal review process involve 3D model comparison?
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Posing questions like these early allowed the team to determine whether or not it was
necessary to reproduce all geometry as Revit-native geometry. We could then establish how
much data needed to be embedded in the model, verses codified onto a 2D drawing.

SOFTWARE ROADMAP OF HOW THE TEAM PROPOSED TO REACH A REVIT-BASED DELIVERABLE.

‘Smart’, ‘Dead’, and ‘Driver’ Geometry
Creating elements in Revit provides distinct advantages—Revit families allow for unique
metadata to be associated with each object via ‘Type’ or ‘Instance’ properties.
Additionally, leveraging Dynamo to access and manipulate multiple properties at once is
extremely valuable, especially when dealing with façade systems that host hundreds or even
thousands of different (sometimes random) instances.
Being able to quickly pull quantities and areas of various façade components became an
integral part of the design process with both the client and contractor, so creating schedulable
parameters was one goal from the on-set.
This goal lead the team to research ways of retaining ‘smart’ geometry instead of relying on a
‘dead’ geometry import/export process.
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RETAINING “SMART GEOMETRY” WITH SCHEDULABLE PARAMETERS WAS ONE OF THE GOALS FROM THE ON-SET.

For the Seattle Opera project, a Revit model was set up very early with basic massing to
generate floor plans and test-fit options. A shared origin point (0,0,0), levels, and gridlines
established a shared framework to work within across different design models.
After linking this parameterized framework across models, the team established ‘Driver Surface’
geometry in Revit, with a direct link to the Grasshopper definition.

CURTAIN WALL SKETCH CURVES WERE USED TO BUILD THE INITIAL ‘DRIVER SURFACE’ GEOMETRY IN REVIT. A
SHARED PARAMETER (DRV SRF) WAS CREATED TO ORDER SURFACES BY A UNIQUE NAME.
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LUNCHBOX WALL ELEMENT COLLECTOR NODE
(FROM THE PROVING GROUND HTTPS://PROVINGGROUND.IO/TOOLS/LUNCHBOX/)
WAS USED TO EXTRACT SPECIFIC WALL ELEMENTS BY NAME FROM REVIT.

DYNAMO SCREEN CAPTURE SHOWING THE RETRIEVAL OF DRIVER SURFACE GEOMETRY BY NAME USING A
SHARED PARAMETER “DRV SRF”
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‘Driver Surfaces’ allowed the team to easily isolate ‘face of glazing’ outward as its own standalone design model. The facade could be swapped out iteratively, and have a direct relationship
to floor levels, grid lines, mullion spacing, etc. as initial parameters.

REVIT SCREEN CAPTURE HIGHLIGHTING ONE OF FOUR DRIVER SURFACES IN THE SEATTLE OPERA MODEL

‘FLUX’ APPS FOR GRASSHOPPER AND DYNAMO ARE USED TO LINK ID DATA AND SKETCH CURVES DIRECTLY
BETWEEN DESIGN MODELS. (HTTPS://FLUX.IO/APPS/)
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FLUX.IO ‘PROJECTS’ INTERFACE

Interoperability Plan
In 2015, the team began testing workflows using ‘Flux’ as a cloud-based repository to link data
between Grasshopper/Rhino elements to Generic Models in Revit.
Once a workflow was in place, design iterations could be generated autonomously with a
confidence that the metadata would be transferrable to final Revit documentation.
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III. Design Process
Implement parametric tools as an integral part of concept design
Flux allowed various project information embedded in the Revit model to establish a shared
framework between the test-fit model (Revit) and the façade design model (Rhino +
Grasshopper).
Key datum lines like floor levels, and mullion spacing were linked so that multiple designers
could work on different aspects of the model, in different platforms, but remain in alignment.

DYNAMO SCREEN CAPTURE OF PROJECT LEVELS LINKED TO FLUX OUTPUT NODE
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The team leveraged various patterning and form generation techniques in Grasshopper and
Rhino including grayscale image mapping and point-based attractor transformation to achieve a
gradient of opacity for the design of the scrim.

UNROLLED DRIVER SURFACE GEOMETRY IN GRASSHOPPER FOR RHINO

Additionally, design computation was leveraged to analyze glass maintenance access, lighting
integration and routing options. These computational studies were integral in the development
of the façade system, and contributed to gaining city approval.

RENDERED MESH DISPLAY DEMONSTRATING ACCESSIBILITY TO GLASS BEYOND, FOR MAINTENANCE, WAS JUST ONE
OF THE MANY COMPUTATIONAL TOOLS WRITTEN AS PART OF THE SEATTLE OPERA FAÇADE DEVELOPMENT.
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WINDOW MAINTENANCE STUDY IN GRASSHOPPER AND RHINO USED PARAMETERS FOR REACH AND ZONE OF
ACCESS, THE RESULTS ALLOWED THE TEAM TO ADJUST THE PATTERN ACCORDINGLY

Lighting Integration
For the integration of lighting design, a series of optimization tools were written in Grasshopper
for Rhino to locate all of the scrim light fixtures.
These tools were expanded upon in order to coordinate conduit routing along the back-up
framing to specific programmable zones.
This point-based information is directly transferrable to the Revit model, via Flux, for
coordination with the electrical contractor.
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NIGHT RENDERING OF FAÇADE LIGHTING CONCEPT

SCREEN CAPTURE IN RHINO SHOWING OPTIMIZED FAÇADE LIGHTING, ORGANIZED BY PROGRAMMABLE ZONE.
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Engage the client with dynamic, user-driven design options and real-time
optimization metrics
Hosting the façade design model in Grasshopper allowed the team to utilize NBBJ’s newly
developed “Human User Interface” in client and contractor meetings.
The HUI choreographed for the Seattle Opera project involved parameters at multiple scales—
ranging from the overall formal geometry, to back-up system components, to optimization
thresholds.
The HUI dashboard allowed the design team to toggle through various options, live, with the
client. Each iteration tracked key metrics on material areas and panel quantities to inform
ongoing conversations on cost and constructability.

HUMAN USER INTERFACE CREATED BY ANDREW HEUMANN AND THE NBBJ DESIGN COMPUTATION LEADERSHIP
TEAM IN 2015 HTTP://WWW.FOOD4RHINO.COM/APP/HUMAN-UI
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A WIDE RANGE OF COMPUTATIONAL TOOLS WERE IMPLEMENTED DURING THE DESIGN PROCESS USING
GRASSHOPPER SOFTWARE FOR RHINO.

IV. Documentation Process
Automate the batch-export of an iterative design study
The team pursued a point-base data exchange between Grasshopper, Flux, and Dynamo to
quickly translate iterative design studies between platforms.

POINTS DISPLAYED FROM GRASSHOPPER FOR RHINO
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POINT LISTS AND ID INFORMATION DISPLAYED IN GRASSHOPPER FOR RHINO

Very simple Dynamo definitions were written using only a few key nodes, to instantiate the
Grasshopper-native panel geometry in Revit.

‘ADAPTIVECOMPONENT.BYPOINTS’ NODE IN DYNAMO USED TO CREATE REVIT GEOMETRY FROM POINT LISTS
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‘ELEMENT.SETPARAMETERBYNAME’ NODE IN DYNAMO USED TO LINK FLUX IDS TO REVIT GEOMETRY

ADAPTIVE COMPONENT IN REVIT
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EARLY PATTERNING ITERATIONS WERE AUTOMATED IN REVIT USING A POINT-BASED ADAPTIVE COMPONENT

Leverage interoperability across multiple platforms to produce a single, Revitbased, design deliverable
Point-based Adaptive Components and Generic Model Tags were created to automate
annotated drawings for 100% Construction Documentation.
The team relied on simplified planar geometry to host metadata including Panel IDs, Bracket
IDs, Areas, and parent System Types.
The final drawing set was curated to include codified elevation and axonometric drawings. This,
coupled with schedules of all quantities and areas, became the team’s Revit-based deliverable
to the Contractor.

PANEL LAYOUT DRAWINGS POINTED TO MORE DETAILED PLAN AND ELEVATION DRAWINGS OF EACH PANEL TYPE.
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AXONOMETRIC VIEWS IN REVIT SHOWING COLOR-CODED PANEL AND BRACKET TYPES

AXONOMETRIC VIEWS IN REVIT SHOWING BACK-UP FRAMING SYSTEM AND BRACKETS
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ENLARGED ELEVATION VIEW SHOWING THE ‘PANEL ID’ TAG INSTANTIATED ACROSS THE FAÇADE.

GENERIC ANNOTATION TAG CREATED IN REVIT USING SHARED PARAMETERS
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3D Revit models embedded with this data were also shared with the Contractor throughout the
construction process, and into Shop Drawing review.

V. Fabrication and Construction
BIM Collaboration
The design team worked hand in hand with the General Contractor and metal fabricators on
issues of optimization and constructability for the theatrical scrim elements.
Maintaining critical interfaces between scrim support steel, metal wall panels, curtain wall
systems, site elements, existing building conditions, and lighting integration relied on overlaying
and coordinating multiple 3D models from different trades.
The team shared Revit models via A360 multiple times a week, and relied on frequent exports
to AutoCAD in order to collaborate directly with the fabricator.

REVISED METAL PANEL FRAMING AND CLIPS SHOWN HERE IN REVIT WERE PART OF AN ONGOING COLLABORATION
EFFORT WITH THE GENERAL CONTRACTOR, FABRICATORS AND STRUCTURAL ENGINEERS
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Visual Mock-Up

THE FAÇADE VISUAL MOCK UP IS CURRENTLY UNDER WAY IN SEATTLE
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